Choose one of the themes based on the movie “Radio.” Write your thoughts on the theme and show how the theme is proven in the movie. This is to be text driven so use actual words, phrases, and scenes for your proof.

**Friendship:** Share your thoughts on friendship. What does it take to make a good friend? Prove how friendship is shown in the movie “Radio.” Add your own personal feeling toward friendship and the movie.

**Prejudices:** Share your thoughts on prejudices. What elements make up being prejudice? Prove how prejudice is shown in the movie “Radio.” Add your own personal feeling toward prejudice and the movie.

**Never giving up:** Share your thoughts on never giving up on what you believe. What elements make up being diligent? Prove how hard work in what you believe is shown in the movie “Radio.” Add your own personal feeling toward never giving up and the movie.

**Differences:** Share your thoughts on people being different. What elements make up being different? Prove how differences are shown in the movie “Radio.” Add your own personal feeling toward being different and the movie.

Example: All people are different, but this differs for some more than others. It might be people are a different color, or it might be that they act differently. It could be they have different beliefs or that they are at different levels on the educational level. No matter what the difference, we need to treat everyone with respect and accept people for whom and what they are, individuals. In the movie “Radio” differences are quite common. Radio is a black young man that is academically challenged. He is arrested because he is black and thought to be stealing. Profiling The education system has given up on him and in grade 11 he finally learns to write his name. He goes to an all black church which is different than many of his white fellow classmates and the adults within the community that are seen as important, but Radio is similar to many. He likes Whoopers, French fries, football, and doing the right thing. He eats fast food with the officer that arrested him. Radio coaxes with his mentor, often seen shouting out plays, and sticks up for his fellow teammate when he is tricked by them.

I feel like Radio is an example that I want follow no matter how different he appears to be. He reminds me of how to be a good person and look past differences, both socially, educationally, and personally. I want to be the friend that Coach Jones is to Radio and others. I want to be the leader that he represents, but most of all I want to see the good in life like Radio. I want to cheer for the team, support the underdogs and deliver presents to those in need like we viewed in the movie. I want to cry for my lost loved ones, and I want to have the heart of a giant. I want to be a Radio example. I am a Radio “wannabe.” Quick and slick
Pump up your final copy like we did in class. Add adjectives, color words, number words, appositives, alliterations, etc.